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pr. Mann Proposes
tyforld State
German Refugee Praises the
Alignment of Russia, U. S.
By DON SEGERSTROM

Pacific Weekly
Vol.36
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E. SMITH
DIRECTS
PROGRAM

Mood Mystery
Given Tonite .

eaking boldly, in strong, gutteral tones, Dr. Thomas
bt'
Monday evening told a capacity audience at the
^lfe'e auditorium that "the concept of the unification
c
sreat world state has been born, and it will not
°- a,intil it has been accomplished."
"nr Mann, Nobel prize winner,•
Veteran Players
r»rman political refugee known
G fodav's greatest man of let''Learn to Live" Theme
Support Kahan
frs told his closely attentive auof Week's Activities
HZ'ce of the potential greatness
f'„t was in such a far-reaching
of world unity and which he
The somber mood of "Ladies in
In order to help C. O. ,P. and
'optimistically hoped would be
Retirement" will steal across the
J. C. students realize that reli
oossible in tomorrow's world.
ffootlights to chill the blood of
gion is something that will give
Pacific audiences this week-end
' r jgNMENT
them
practical
aid
in
their
every
Elaborating on his statement
and
next.
day life, Sunday through Thurs
•hat "democracy and socialism
Lillian Kahan, outstanding Pa
day has been designated as Reli
live ceased to be alternatives,"
cific character actress, stars in
gious Emphasis Week by a com
JIann said that the hope of the
this psychological mood drama in
mittee
of
student
leaders
and
fac
the gripping role of Ellen Creed.
world lies in the combination of
ulty members.
Differing from most murder mys
the United States and Russia. The
TEACHERS DIRECT
teries, the struggle in this play
current alignment of these two
Discussion groups directed by
is not that of the criminal versus
«reat world powers against Axis
teachers will be held by all orga
the law, but the conflicts of a
aggression is only an expression
nized groups living quarters on
woman and her conscience.
of the deeper fact that socialism
campus, Manor Hall, Co-op House,
and democracy have ceased being
CHILLY MYSTERY
an Zetagaheans Sunday, Monday,
Ellen Creed (Lillian Kahan) is
at odds, h e said.
. . .
.
Tuesday or Wednesday. For those YILLAINESS LILLIAN KAHAN the housekeeper companion of the
The world must think in great
students
living
in
town,
discus
er units, must be willing to rise
retired actress Leonora Fiske
sions will be held by evening
above the social customs, langu
(Doris Wudell). In an amazing
church groups and the Meeting
age difefrences and national
manner Ellen rids the old English
of the Crossroads.
boundaries in order to bring
house of her mistress to make a
All discussions will revolve
about a great world state. Mann
home for her two demented sis
around
the
theme
"Learn
to
said that the world was constant
ters. How the mystery of Leon
Live," with a choice of subjects
ly reaching toward this goal be
ora's disappearance is solved in
covering race, religion, war, la
cause it is a unit with which all
advertently by Ellens no-good
bor and other similar fields.
nephew (Jack Holmes) adds up
of us must deal.
PARTICULARS LATER
to fascinating entertainment in
NAZI MISTAKE
Four more cups were added to this, the second production of the
Times and places for the dis
Stressing the importance of re
cussion meetings as yet have not the crowded debate trophy case eighteenth season.
ligion, art and politics, the speak
been definitely set. They will be when Pearl Steiner and Eleanor
er said, "Germany's big mistake
"Ladies in Retirement" was
released today or tomorrow.
was to attempt to separate art
greeted enthusiastically by metro
Powell
returned
from
the
Wes
Opening vesper service will be
from politics. As a result the spir
politan critics and audiences as is
held Sunday at 5 in the conserva tern Association of Speech Teach proven in the straight five-month
it of the German middle class has
ers'
tournament
in
Ogden,
Utah,
tory. Verle Gait will be in charge
been brought to its present humi
runu on Broadway. After its ini
last week.
of the service.
liation." He amplified this by say
tial New York showing it has be
"Learn to Pray" has been cho STEENER-POWELL
ing that "Germany is under the
come increasingly popular in Lit
sen as the theme for the Tuesday
illusion of supremacy of . race,
Pearl Steiner, in her second tle Theater circles. One critic is
chapel service of which Beulah year of intercollegiate debate, quoted as saying, "It will scare
which levels the ground of world
Ong is chairman.
out of you!"
unity."
won both impromptu and extem h
The culmination service, under poraneous speaking in the junior
In this crazy race for suprem
VETERAN CAST
the direction of Ken Hastin, will women's division. Eleanor Powell
acy, he added, Germany has lost
Miss Kahan, who is playing the
be held in the conservatory at 7 was first in junior women's ora Flora Robson role, is well known
all chance to accomplish a solid
Thursday. Because of this service tory. Powell and Steiner as a for her mature characterization
foundation for a strong Teutonic
the usual Thursday night dance team brought home the trophy in "American Landscape," "Fam
nation.
MANN BACKSTAGE
will be omitted.
"National socialism is a freak
for debate in their division.'
ily Portrait" and "Yea and No,"
MANY WORKERS
form of government, born of the
Participating in the finals of of past seasons.
Eloise
Smith
is
general
chair
old and of the new ... which
senior women's extemp was Mar
A small veteran cast supports
man of the week. She is assisted garet Stimmann. Iola Whitlock her in developing the haunting
thoroughly spoils and soils every
by Verle Gait, Sunday vesper ser placed third in the senior wom mood that is woven iflto the play.
thing it touches—and it touches
vice chairmman; Beulah Ong, en's interpretation contest.
everything."
•
The two half-insane sisters, Em
chapel chairman; Ken Hastin,
"DEMOCRACY FIRST"
ily and Louise, living in the mur
THRTY-SIX SCHOOLS
culmination service chairman;
Lashing out at our leading "iso
dered woman's home, are portray
Thirty-six schools were repre ed by Ann Rhodes and Connie
George Moehler, housing chair
lationist" group, "America First,"
man, and the steering committee sented at this annual far west Slater.
Mann said that it was within the
same bounds as Germany's
Touring old Mexico during the consisting of Frank Bessac, Les ern speech tournament, which
Betty Kinnear, a newcomer
"Deutschland uber Alles." A more Christmas holidays will be a Dow, Bill Thomas, Muerl Wal includes the states of Californ'a, from Modesto Junior College,
satisfactory slogan, he suggested, party of fifteen; named conduc ters, Maryetta Curtin, Ethel Oregon, Washington, Nevada, plays the sassy cocnkey maid,
would be "Democracy First." tor of the tour was Professor Stark, Bill Kennedy, Wanda Ger Utah, Colorado and Arizona.
Lucy. Opposite her is the cun
Accompanying the girls to Og ning cockney nephew, Albert Fea
Only this interpretation would Frederick E. Steinhauser of Pa man, Connie Slater and Miss Esden was Professor E. S. Betz, who ther, portrayed by Jack Holmes.
sCy Tucker.
lead Americans to the leadership cific.
Faculty J assisting include Dr. managed the debate division in
of the world, he said.
Doris Wudell is the retired ac
FIFTH TOUR
and Mrs. Harold Jacoby, Dr. Geo. the tournament. After the con
"We should not say that any
This fifth annual tour of this Colliver, Dr. Irving Coleman, Miss test, held at Weber Junior Col tress Leonora Fiske, and Bette
thing is better than Hitler. We
Elliott is Sister Theresa from the
"tust annihilate National Social- country's southern neighbor will Patty Pierce, Dr. Roy C. McCall, lege, Betz, who is executive secre Priory.
lsni. I believe in its defeat as I commence on December 19. The Miss Lorraine Knoles, President tary of the W. A. T. S. attended
MOOD COSTUMING
0 n°t believe that man can re- trip will be made by way of El Dwayne Orton, Dr. C. Howard the association's convention in
Director DeMarcus Brown is
costuming and setting the produc
•S1gn himself to it. Hitler is not a Paso, Texas. The group will Hopkins, Dean Beulah Watson, Salt Lake City.
Powell and Steiner presented tion in that period of English his
Xochimilco,
Guadalupe, Dr. Tully C. Knoles, Dr. and Mrs.
hon, he is a hyena . . . his whole visit
^enture must and will founder. Acolman and Pyramids, Puebla, Ralph Eckert, Dean James Cor their trophies to the debate squad tory at the turn of the century.
Tuesday night.
Texco,
Guernavaca. son and Mr. Emery Fast.
The haunting depth of the play
"ve-sixths of all mankind are Gholula,
is captured by the set of the an
Christmas
will
be
spent
in
Mex
Continued on page 3, column 5)
cient house in the marshes, and
ico City; New Year's Day at
the feeling of depression and fafsGuadalajara, Mazattan.
cination is heightened by mood
The tour will begin and end in
j^i Sigma Gamma Los Angeles. A tour fee of two
lighting.
This goose-pimple - producing
hundred
dollars
includes
all
[tanning Party
show will appear on the stage of
transportation,, hotel accommoda
the Pacific Little Theatre at 8:30
tions, meals in Mexico, all trans
December 15
tonight, tomorrow night and
Joe College slumped down in and just plain scribbling.
fers, sightseeing tours and the
On numerous walls are names again on the week-end of Decem
his
seat,
vainly
trying
to
catch
monthl
of'piv
y business meeting tourist card.
the eye of Betty Co-ed across the and quotations that run as fol ber 5 and 6.
Sigma Gamma, which was INFORMATIONISTS
0r- .
na
y
aisle.
The professor had been lows:
Nou' [ scheduled for Monday,
For further information and
"Burma Shave."
17> W'H be held this reservations see Miss Deering of talking for thirty minutes, and
Mona
"Bugs" (nickname, or just J. C. Graduates
it
was
all
very
boring.
Joe
was
Vening
at
7:30
at
the
the College of Pacific Registrar's
home?, *. ss Helen
'
plain
disgust?)
bored,
too.
His
eye
strayed
to
West u •
Danner, 1217 Office, or Dr. G. A. Werner, di
"Wilt With Wilkie" (a hang Must File
the v "ow street. At this time rector of tours.
the wall next to him; suddenly
onorary modern language
frat
he started. Before his eyes had over from the presidential cam
Applications
make plans for
their
appeared the "handwriting on paign).
Schedi.fanua? Christmas
"Daren 'Mac' McGavern" (our
party,
the
wall."
All sophomores who expect to
Deco 'ecl this year for Monday, Play Preview Is
rah, rah boy.
WHO DONE IT?
qualify for graduation either this
er 15.
p
"Belitsky, the Russian."
And probably many other stu
February or next June must file
tiation'bilities *or a formal ini- Given Assembly
'Papa Klapstein". (When did a candidacy for graduation on or
dents have seen this same "hand
at
Excerpts of scenes from "La
wm ,
the end of the semester
before December 16. This an
writing;" some might have aided this happen?)
the bu«° be discussed. Following dies in Retirement," which the
"Janet and George."
nouncement was made by L. L.
in
its
"projection"
onto
the
walls.
lnes
Little
Theatre
is
presenting
to
lis \Vjn
s meeting, Marie CanSome campus Romeo must Windmiller, Junior College regis
is^ ' sPeak on French Symbol-. the public, where the main fea The content varies from names
(Continued
on page 2, column 4) trar.
and
addresses
to
artistic
pictures
tures of the assembly yesterday. |

Speakers Try
HardWin Cups

Mexico Tour
Begins
December 19

"Handwriting on the Walls" Warns
Joe College to Pay Attention
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Let's Live
With the thought that perhaps college students liv
ing away from home are missing part of the value of
religion, campus leaders have designated next week
Religious Emphasis Week; the general theme "learn to
live" indicates that stereotyped "preachy" sessions are
to be avoided.
The plan has been successfully executed at many of
the larger coast universities. Its very success lies in
thfe student direction, with a minimum of faculty super
vision. This assures the half-hearted participant that the
organization has been done by people with similar likes,
will thereby be worth while.
This Pacific campaign has been so planned that each
campus and town group will be easily able to partici
pate; there is no excuse for individual members not to
cooperate also.

By DON SEGERSTROM

Gurez 4 ?!:
By JEANNE DAGG
In the ninety years that the College of Pacific has
stood as an institution of learning, the walls have stood
for more than fortifications against ignorance.
They
have brought to the learned world hieroglyphics of a
new pattern.
On the walls of every room in the administration
building are strange markings in the tongue of Joe Col
lege. In room 203 some bright aspiring student took
scattererd notes on Spanish tenses. Alongside is a heart
interwoven with dots, dashes, asterisks, and the initials
J. M.
Spots of ink—some fellow had difficulty as he drew
Jacoby in action—obliterate a sketch of the blond siren
who sits next to the fellow who sits next to the wall dur
ing the 8:55 period on MFW.
In room 312 James, Sap.ro, .Miller, Lunceford, and a
few other ambitious musicians are encircled on the south
wall. To the right of this epitaph a geology student has
made bear tracks of the topograpy of the surrounding
district with a few Inserted profiles of greater adorn
ment in the room—namely Queen Jobs of 1941.
By BILL RAMSEY
In years to come should the hieroglyphic reader tire
Four
Conservatory girls are
of Egypt on the Nile, new worlds to conquer are on the
sporting attractive pins of Mu Phi
walls of C. O. P.

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

No News
Last week Pacific's campus went without news cov
erage of the three school days. The Thanksgiving holi
days had conspired with a shortage of printing labor
and an absence o fadvertisements to prevent publication
of the WEEKLY.
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Epsilon, the national honorary
music sorority. Miss Miriam Bur
ton, the local chapter president,
was in charge of the impressive
initiation ceremony for Vivien
Bradley of Modesto, Harriet Roth
Gray of Capay, and Grayce Kaneda and Mildred Marsh, both of
Stockton. Mrs. Mary Shaw Costello was in charge of the ban
quet which followed the cere
mony. Congratulations to you all
on your new honors.

Phi Mu Alpha men joined forces
to officiate in a highly informal
pledging ceremony at the home
of Forrest Honnold, chapter presi
dent. After a session of high
hurdles in the musical prestidigi
tation and pictractularity, the fol
lowing men emerged with pledge
pins: Lyle Beardsley, Clifford
Brau, Norman Chapman, Douglas
Corbin, Horace Evans, Ernest
Farmer, Charles Felsenthal, and
Julius Laing. With adjournment
to the Rolling Pin, the inner man
was apppeased and relaxation
partaken of.
Hal Rogers, librettist and com
poser for "Sweet Suite," "Hi,
Spirits," and "Step'n' High," is
back on the Pacific campus, after
enjoying work at Juilliard and
seeing New York attractions. An
other "hit" show is in the mak
ing that we can promise will fol
low the success of the foregoing
works. His Juilliard adventure
was the result of the only "oneman" award in ASCAP's 1940 con
test, with "Step'n' High" as his
entry. The "Etude" for May,
1941, sported a picture of this
show with appropriate verbal
honors for his "top honors."
Welcome back, visitors. It is
always homecoming for Pacific
grads. Vincent Peck was back
for a few "hellos" before entering
military service. Chuck Wood
stopped in before returning to
New York. Grattan Guerin re
turned on furlough from Camp
Bowie, Texas. Verne Clifton, now
teaching in Tulare County, was
welcomed in the Conservatory.

ARMY NEWS—Last word from
authentic sources indicated that
Printed weekly by the Stockton Shopping News, 321 North Cali Frank Pursel will be in the Army
fornia Street; phone 5-5655. Campus offices in room 311 of the Air Corps at King City before
Administration Building; phond, 9-9121.
(Continued on page 6, column 4>

A&R0HAOTICS

GE0R6E - 4V1MQI0-

Few Pupils See
Handwriting
(Continued prom Page 1)
have had a good date and was
passing on the information for
the following is also engraved
on the walls of room 312 in the
Administration Building:
"Joyce Scheuer, 2208 Park St.
Concord. Tel. 7151.
125 Stadium Dr., Stockton,
Calif.
Freshman this semester."
These things may be seen in
almost any room in the school.
Some rooms are more disfigured
than others.
Room 210 in the Administra
tion Building was redecorated
in September. So far the walls
are clean, but it is debatable
whether this is due to an im
proved attitude in the eonduet
of the students or to the new
system of the teachers in not
allowing students to sit in the
seats next to the wall.
ADMINISTRATION
Dean James Corson, when
asked his opinion on the situa
tion, said, "Defacing property
borders on destruction, shows a
lack of consideration for the col
lege and the students, and pre
sents signs of a depraved per
sonality."
President Dwayne Orton of
the Junior College said, "Writ
ing on the walls is juvenile and
below the standard of what
might be expected from college
students. No individual in any
school plant pays entirely for
the cost of his education and
simple gratitude of the most ele
mentary sort ought to lead to
a better care of property."
Thus, unrestricted
student
abuse may be a prelude to strict
faculty suspervision.

Change of Date
for Household
Arts Xmas Party
Because of a conflict of dates,
the Household Arts and Science
Club Christmas party, planned for
December 8, has been changed to
December 10.
The party, with Adina Wiens as
hostess, will be held at Dr. John
R. Arnold's on West Mariposa
street.
Club members will exchange
joke gifts along with entertain
ment of various kinds.

There is soiftething dishearten
ing about talking with a football
player after the season has ended
It is not that the player is dis
heartened, but the fact that the
season is over, that the glory ls
no more for another year and the
sudden, stunning realization that
football will no longer be the top.
notch subject of campus conversation.
Off a peculiar breed is this
campus conversation. It swirls fn.
riously about behind the blase
mask of nothingness and then
gradually evolves into something
like this:
Party of the First Part: "Hullo,"
Party of the Second Part: "Hi
there, what's doing, you old
blank?"
Potfp: "Ah, nothing much . ,,
just got out of a surprise quiz hi
Ancient Roman band instruments
... I flunked it cold but I'll show
that old so-and-so what I can do
next time."
Potsp: "Yeah, I know just how
ya feel. It's plenty tough. Stay up
all night to study and then flunk
it. Let's take a walk over to the
Cub house and get a coke . .,
I'm feelin' a little low myself."
First: "Yeh, good idea .. . Sure
is cold weather, ain't it? Hate like
the devil to get up for those eight
o'clocks these days ... I was a
sucker to get five of 'em on my
schedule . . . next semester I'll
fix that, you can bet your last
dime . . . say how do you like
that stuff that just went by ..,
pretty good eh? ... I'd like to
date her but she's going steady
with Harry Doakes and that guy
Harry would slit my throat if he
knew that I was trying to cut
him out . . . he's plenty lucky
that Harry."
Second: "Yeah!"
First: "Say, did you see that
Rambler game Wednesday night
. . . that Klapstein he's pulenty
good . . . that's the best run I've
ever seen in the stadium, and
I've been in J. C. for four yean
now . . . went with Doris . ..
you know, she lives over in the
Manor .. . she's plenty nice."
Second: "Yeh."
First: "Hey, I almost forgot I
gotta study my algebra for my
one-thirty. Kood I borrow your
book until then? I wanna go over
to the libe for a while . . . let's
forget the cokes until after school
and maybe I can find Doris and
then we can talk about the dance
Saturday night . . . old Freddy
Martin is plenty good even if >'
is a buck ten . . . thanks ... I'11
see ya."
Second: "Yeh."
Now, this may not be univer
sally typical for the simple re®'
son that more intellectual sub
jects may inadvertently creep i"*
to the conversation. Among these
may be listed such titular gernS
as: "What is the total circulation
of the Bengal Daily?" and "Ho#
tall is Toomay?" Many niore
could be absorbed by judicious
listening . . . others would
be the figment of somebody5
imagination.
And in this corner at 125 K>5_
is a Zombie who dares to say
what he thinks.
SIGHT OF THE WEEK: I"1*
greatest of the great, Thomas
Mann, calmly applying a ma
to and taking hearty drags fr®
a cigarette within the inner saw
turn of the dining halL
if

Speaking of Dr. Mann
c
there
is
eligible to cas'
lliCl C l
O anyone
U11J VilV.
. a
nasty aspersions in the direc"
here
of Hitler, Goering et al.,
0<
the man.i. He doesn't go out «
his way to rap the totalitar1„5
ofl
company, he merely says t!
of his books is more C
than all of the total sum of &
Nazi mob.
Get
We think, "How can one
man so appraise another?"
.
But Dr. Mann is not appraJS 1
another German. He's talk' ^re
m«
about an Austrian and a
corporal at that.
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Group Talks
to Celebrity Mann
Large

Author Mingles With Audience
at Close of Lecture Monday
BY WILLA MCDONALD

AUTHOR ON CAMPUS

Dr. Mann Praises
Russian Help
(Continued, from Page 1)

against Hitler's way of living.
How can it long exist?
U. S. DRAGGED IN
"We are in a great world civil
war together," Dr. Mann said, and
"if the world should really suc
cumb to the onslaught, if free
dom and justice do perish, then
America would have to pay for its
share in the guilt."
But, compensating for this
guilt, he said, "none can blame
the American intelligentia for
the turmoil, for they are being
dragged into it merely because
the United States is a world pow
er."
Concluding in a prophetic vein,
Mann said that Germany would
rediscover the "real" things that
she has cast aside, that the world
would dry the blood and tears
and that social-democracy would
bind the world into a mankind
Above are DEAN FRED L. FARLEY, chairman of the far above the absoluteness of na
lecturre series, lecturer THOMAS MANN, and introducer tionalism.
IRVING GOLEMAN .All three men addressed the audi INTRODUCTIONS
ence at Monday evening's speech.
Mann was introduced by Dr.
Irving Coleman of the English
department who in turn was in
troduced by Dr. Fred L. Farley,
chairman of the series.

Dean Fred Farley performed the introduction; a brief
handshake followed simultaneously with a Germanaccented, "How do you do;" then, "How do you do, sir."
Thus, we and the fifty-odd persons who filled Anderson
Hall after the lecture Monday night, were afforded our
fjrst intimate, fleeting glimpsed
_
oolohrltv
of the visiting
celebrity, Thrtmac
Thomas stressed the fact that even if the
principles of today's Reich are
Mann.
From the moment he accepted overthrown, there will still be
our pen to sign a copy of his that
"endangered generation"
"Majic Mountain" for the white- with which to contend. He has
haired woman on the right, until much hope for peace through
he screwed the top on it for the American mediation—to use his
)ast time, he moved graciously own words, "I always hope that
about the room, receiving and be the peace will be made in Wash
stowing favors. (That pen up ington."
until this time had been a much
His opinion of American youth
neglected, insignificant article is totally different. He feels
among our possessions. It will that because of their system of
now very probably be donated education,
they are far more
to the college, to be placed in democratic than the young Ger
some trophy case, so that future man could ever be. He admits
Program schedule for the Campus Studio, Air
generations may gaze on it with that the "young American is a
release
KWG:
little
spoiled,"
but
nevertheless
awe.
Dr. T. C. Knoles
Mondays
at 4:15—Beside the Bookshelf.
he admires his self-confidence.
HE LAUGHS
Tuesdays
at
3:00—Pacific
Prevues.
Copy upon copy of his works He believes that the important
Attends Meeting
Tuesdays at 4:30—The World Today.
were opened before him, so that thing about education on this
Thanksgiving evening Dr.
Tuesdays at 7 00—Pick-a-Ticket.
he might inscribe his name above side of the water is that there
Tully C. Knoles left for Nash
Wednesday at 3 "00—Pacific Musicale.
the printed facsimiles. He list is a genera] belief in it.
ville, Tennessee, to attend a
Wednesday at 9:35 (p. m.)—Radio Stage.
ened to queries; ventured ans PERSONAL NOTE
meeting of the Methodist Church
Thursday at 4:30 (Dec. 4)—Pacific Symposium.
wers, even predictions; laughed
Board of Education. The meet
Probably the person who ex
Fridays at 8:30 (a. m.)—Know Your College.
vigorously at one of Dr. Wer perienced the greatest thrill upon
ing was held last Monday and
ner's impromptu bits of humor; shaking hands with the man in
Tuesday. Dr. Knoles returned to
and accepted in good grace the the .steel-gray suit was Tom
the campus the latter part of
Jaysee Speakers
friendly slap on the shoulder Moran. He is a collector of
this week.
which accompanied the latteris American first editions; he has
Enter Special
parting comment, "Keep up the 9,000 of them, out of which six
If you want a job—
good work!"
are Dr. Mann's. The author
Contest
Secretarial
Dr. Mann displayed interest, seemed pleased to write in one
Civil Service
A junior college speech con
sympathy and hope as he talk of these—the only personal that
Higher Accountancy
ed with the American-born Ger he gave era ring the entire eve
test sponsored by the Native
Mr. Hardin Craig, Shake
man woman from Sacramento, ning.
Free employment service.
Daughters
of
California
will
hold
spearean authority and head of
exchanging comments on the cur
"To Tom Moran:
rent problems of their race. He
"Very glad to have met him. the English department at Stan an elimination round on January
ford University, spoke before a 7. Topics for this contest are
left her happy when he said, "I
"Nov. 24, 1941.
meeting of about forty English any subjects pertaining to pres
• (Smice 1896)
"Thomas Mann."
think that I know the German
School of Business
people, and I think there is some
He sadly commented that all majors last Wednesday night in ent or past California history.
California at Weber
hope for the future." When ques of his own first editions had Anderson Hall.
Mr. Craig's theme, "Why The ten-minute speech winning
Stockton
tioned about his feelings toward been confiscated. The govern
the United States, he was quick ment had burned the books he Shakespeare does not grow an the regional award will be pre
to answer, "I am an American had written, then donated the tiquated," was illustrated by the sented at Santa Rosa in June to
in the making." Perhaps the illogical—the Nazis . . . They speaker when he gave outstand compete with other regional win
greatest tribute that he has paid took my home; they £tole it," ing examples of authors' works ners. Awards for the region
which had flared for awhile and are five dollars for first place
his adopted country is the pride such were his statements.
died, but Shakespeare continues and two dollars and fifty cents
that he has taken in telling that JOSEPH"
he already has a grandson born
Dr. Mann is at present work to live. The speaker showed for second place. The state
on American soil.
ing on his fourth book of the how true to life Shakespeare's awards are, first prize twenty- "All THAT M0HEY
ENDANGERED YOUTH
Joseph series, which is to be writ plays and writings are by giving five dollars, second fifteen dol
As a sequel to the lecture he ten in German, as are the great readings which might be applied lars.
CAR BUY"
gave earlier in the evening, Dr. est parts of his lectures. He to today's situations. One out
January
17,
in
Sacramento,
Mann spent a good deal of time apologized for having had to standing example was the read contestants from Yuba, Auburn,
and
speaking of the Nazi youth. He look at his manuscript to such ing of the street fight between Stockton and Susanville Junior
the
servants
of
the
two
houses
an extent during his speech. His
J5
Colleges will compete for repre "!
English is not perfected to a in Romeo and Juliet, as com sentation of the Northern Re
pared
with
the
fighting
today
high enough degree for him to
gion.
be at ease without his notes. His in picket lines.
A
humorous
observation
was
publisher in New York will in
the near future release a volume made by Mr. Craig when he re
THEATRE feesS
containing his essays and lec marked how many amateur ac
tors have attempted to do Shake
STARTS TOMORROW
tures.
speare,
in spite of which he is
Ever hovering near the great
humanitarian, whose strength is still immortal.
Before the meeting the speak
easily overtaxed, was the brief,
brisk and brusque Mrs. Thomas er was entertained at dinner by
the English department and
Mann. Looking at the mediumafter,
refreshments were served
built man with the diplomatic
and guests had the opportunity
mustache, and refering to her
of talking informally with Mr.
efforts to "rescue" him, she said,
"My best intentions are all in Craig.
vain."
the shoulders, "the children!
GOOD-BYE
they
are not bad." By this time
As Dean Farley attempted to
assist her, and guide her hus „ passage way had been cleared.
band toward the doorway she The parting handshakes were
Make up your Xmas robe or housecoat
took my compliment of Erika's enacted, a few words—"Thank
list and bring it right down to Penney's,
"Portraits of Our Father" with you, sir . . . deeply appreciate
where youll find a complete and wide
an amazed look, and a shrug of it . . . good-bye."
selection of cotton or rayon chenilles,
rayon suedes and quilted taffetas. Zipper
or wrap styles. Oh yes, don't forget a
handsome one for yourself.
STARTS SATURDAY!

Campus Studio Airings

STANFORD
PROFESSOR
SPEAKS

Humphrey's

DOUBLE TROUBLE

5IERRR

HOUSECOATS
AND ROBES
»4«

.

DEADEND

KIDS-/

'unu TOUGH GUVS

UK WINS {
lArnrnm
And
Brenda Joyce
# Jane Darwell

"PRIVATE NURSE"

LAST TIMES TODAY
William Powell—Myron Lay

"Shadow of the Thin Man '
— And —

"Sailors on Leave"
— TOMORROW
Adolohe Menjou—Gloria Swnnson
"FATHER TAKES A WIPE"
— Also ——
East Side KM*
"SPOOKS It UN WILD"

4. 4. 440444 40.4 *44

Stockton, CalU.
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SOCIETY

Rhizites Recall Traditional
Waterfront Brawl

BETTY MORRISON, Editor

FORMAL CHAIRMAN
Dim lights in the background,
soft music coming from the
bandstand, and a gay, jovial
crowd, provided the mood for
Omega Phi Alpha's informal
dance held at the house Saturday,
Nov. 15 from 9 till 1.
Those attending the affair
were: Boyd Thompson and Selma
Dow, Martin Locke and Bettygene
Otto, Bob Raven and Carol Cole,
Ben Hamm and Doris Guernsey,
Jim Lyons and Virginia New
man, Allen Breed and Helen Arbois, Bob Silva and Billie Thorp,
Tom Bolton and Kaye Woodall,
Louie Coward and Pattie Schuler,
Willis Boyarsky and Sylvia
Schwartz, Gill Hanson and Mari
lyn Kendrick, Bud Stefan and
Marcella Dobrasin, Bill Shepard
and Barbara Laddon.
Carl Binford and Alice Brownlee, Sam Chaney and Carole Mon
roe, Bob Ijams and Ellen Kuhn,
Les Cook and Libby Meyer,
Clint Ward and Hilma Hill, A1 Ir
win and Lois Bugbee, Wyatt Parshall and Nancy Brackett, Joe
Kegler and Barbara Cadden, Bob
Monagan and Jeane Cabanne, Ir Inga Friedman, Hugh Matthews
win Lauppe and Edith Quinn, Ray
Kosich and Pat Boynton, Fred and Barbara Nolan, Bill Scott and
Taioli and Gerry Lange, Bill Or- Mary Lou Nunan.
Lloyd Danielson and Eleanor
vis and Betty Kingdon, John Bush
and Marion Gregson, Ted Bas- Williams, George Moeller and
kette and Mary Marti.
Ruth McGavren, Lauren Handley
George Kapel and Ardys Si- and Susan Hubbard, Bob Werum
bole, Harold Walline and Phyllis and Jackie Easby, Harry Ham
Hamaker, Ed Spaulding and Judy mer and Mildred Eauchus, Sandy
McKerkin, Bob Thode and Vir Trezise and Leslie Knoles, Joe
ginia Kutter, Art Lewicki and Mitchell and Jane Thresher, Fre
Betty Taylor, Dexter Mayhood mont Kingery and Betty Morri
and Sally Rinehart, Ken Graue son, Bob Stark and Jean Beaton,
and Patsy Curtis, Warren Scott Don Wilson and Betty Cattori,
and Pat Royse, Val Valentine and Dick Barkle and Thelma Le Chell,
La Verne Schon, Walt Goldman Manual Belitski and Betty Behand Marilyn Padula, Les Dow and ney.

Pictured
here is s
Jjynne Riley,
social
chairman
of Manor
formal
tomorrow

S.C.A. PLANS
'PLAY NIGHT'
Shuffle board, badminton, vol
ley ball, ping pong, and folk
songs are to be the program at
the ' 'Bengal Frolicc"—an allschool play night of the S. C. A.
The date is December 5, and the
time is from 8:00 to 10:30.
Ethyl Stark is chairman off the
event, with Clifford Cweck in
charge of games; June Hanscom,
folk games; Lucille Bianchi and
Virginia Rathburn, refreshments;
Laverne Schon, tickets.

Get Ready
for the Holidays

GRACE CARTER
BETROTHED
Tiny scrolls concealed within
silver nuts revealed the engage
ment of Miss Grace Carter to Mr.
Leslie V. Richardson of Byron to
guests attending a formal tea
given Monday, November 17, by
Mrs. Tully C. Knoles.

WHEREVER
Eye
May
Roam

QUEEN DONNA
MARRIED •
Miss Donna Ferguson will walk
down the aisle of the First Pres
byterian Church at three-thirty
jo'clock Sunday afternoon of No
vember thirtieth. Miss Ferguson
will be given in marriage by her
father, Mr. D. D. Ferguson, to
Mr. Harold Monaghan.

Orton Sponsors
N.Y.A. Resolution

Peasant Sweaters
Soft yarn sweaters with bright embroidery. Perfect
to complete your skiing and skating costumes, or to
wear with your campus skirts.

Flannel Skirts
Gay flannel skirts with double pleat, front
and back. And modestly priced! In red, Kelly,
soldier blue, brown, navy, and black.

Dwayne Orton, president of the
Junior College helped sponsor a
resolution addressed to President
Roosevelt and Security Adminis
trator Paul V. McNutt urging
continuation of the National
Youth Administration defense
training and student work pro
gram. The resolution was unani
mously endorsed by the State Ad
visory Committee of the N. Y. A.
at a dinner this month.

Rio Grande College in Ohio has
found a new way to "award"
scholarships. Odell Marchington
out-scrambled 100 other high
school seniors from six counties
to receive a $50 scholarship drop
ped from an airplane at Rio Gran
de's High School festival.
Sophomore Walter Kane is
working his way through Provi
dence college—the easy way.
Kane was elected two years ago
to the Rhode Island general as
sembly and this year he was re
elected for a second two-year
term.

LINDBERG'S

SMITH &LANc

FORTY-NINE DRUG CO
Main A EI Dorado. Ph. 2-4893
Poplar A Ymcmlte. Ph. 2-5143

Everything to be found in a
First-class Pharmacy

Along with 1972 other
Aviation Cadet J. Glenn Sh'
is now a member of the firs1
of cadets in the new Air
Replacement Center (Aircre1
Kelly Field, Texas.
Cadet Shaljian was grad'
from the College of Pad
1939. Prior to his appoints®
worked for Standard Oil
California as a seaman orl
tankers.
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Asilomar Conference to
oe Held in Santa Cruz
forty Schools Represented at
Ninth Co-Educational Convention
N.Y.A. took over the Asilomar grounds last
Asilomar Conference will be held this year
December 26-January 2 at the Casa Del Rey Hotel
•n°Santa Cruz..
With the ocean so near, the recreational facilities, the
courts, patio, and a large lounge^
taking the setting most advant- Seventeen dollars and fifty
the Planning Committee cents, excluding the cost for
decided that Santa Cruz be this travel, is the total cost of the
conference this year. This is
year's conference grounds.
from dinner on December 26
RECORD ATTENDANCE
Forty schools will be repre- through breakfast on January 2.
nted with an expected attend For board and room, $12.50 is
ance of 450 students and faculty the fee, and $5.00 as the usual
members. These all come from registration fee is added. This
makes possible the conference
the colleges, universities, theo
logical schools, and junior col program and will be the only
additional charge for all dele
leges in the Asilomar region.
gates.
OUTSTANDING LEADERS
Applications for a scholarship
Among those outstanding lead
can be made through the S.C.A.
ers who are to lead the round
office. The S.C.A. of C.O.P. and
table discussions are: Mr. Claude
S.C.J, had a scholarship fund to
Settles of San Jose State lead
which students may apply for
ing the race round table; Dr.
help in meeting the expenses of
Abrams of Stanford, peace; Dr.
Ralph Eckert of Stockton J. C., the conference.
propaganda analysis; Dr. C. NINTH CONFERENCE
Representatives from colleges
Howard Hopkins of Stockton J.
C. and C.O.P., economic distri in Arizona, California, Hawaii,
bution. Dr. W. O. Mendenhall, and Nevada are attending. This
president of Whittier College, will be the ninth co-educational
and Dr. Gerald Kennedy from faculty-student conference.
Any further information de
Palo Alto, will be leading discus
sions on "The Christian Faith," sired can be obtained from the
and Reverend Mr. Arthur Cas- following: Stephan Kornicker,
sidy of Mill Valley will lead the Ethel Stark, Bill Kennedy, Mae
Weigart, Dr. Harold S. Jacoby,
daily chapels.
Lorraine Ingram, Bill Thomas,
Roberta Thomas, Mr. Robert
Burns, Bob Stark, Dr. Ralph
Eckert, Don Jackson, Tommy
Hoshiyama, Dr. C. Howard Hop
kins, Les Dow, Miss Ellen L.
Deering, Essey Tucker, and Dick
for friendship
Ulrey.
e
5111 the

Silver Hearts

PART OF PROGRAM

bracelets

Okas. Haas & Sons
JEWELERS
425 E. Mala St.

This conference is part of the
yearly program for the S.C.A.
in the colleges of this region.
Planning is made by the Field
Council and the Asilomar Plan
ning Committee which are com
posed of students, faculty, al
umni, and secretaries of the Y.
W. C. A.'s, y. M. C. A.'s, and
S. C. A.'s.
Henry Hobson, '38, teaches in
Fremont High in Oakland.

"THE HOUSE OF GIFTS"
Christmas Cards With Your Name Imprinted
Order Now to Avoid Delay and Disappointment
Also

Unusual Christmas Wrappings
To Make Your Gifts Distinctive

POTTERY AND GIFT SHOPPE

Phone 2-2112

2119 Pacific Ave.

Let's Meet At

TED'S

MEAT

Farley Sets Date for
Next Lecture--Dec. 8
With one successful presenta
tion behind them, the Pacific Lec
ture Series committee announces
the next speaker on its program.
On Monday night, December 8,
Dean Farley will introduce Her
man Lissauer as the second guest
of the series.
MOVIE RESEARCH
Mr. Lissauer, head of the re
search department of Warner
Brothers studio, will have as his
topic, "What Is Wrong With This
Picture?"
Under this heading he will tell
of the many things that the re
search staff must do before a pic
ture can be filmed—such things
as ascertaining the right costumes
to be worn during a certain per
iod; what kind of bows and ar
rows Robin Hood's men used, and
whether the French Bureau of
Highways was using kilometers
or miles on their road signs in
1909. It is things like this that
make the films more realistic.
SEASON TICKETS
Pacific Lecture Series season
tickets may be obtained at the
box office and from several of
the faculty. "There will be no re
duction in the cost of season tick
ets even though one of the lec
tures has aready taken place, be
cause of their already low price,"
announced Dean Farley, chair
man of the Series.

Allan Bacon Presents
Organ Lecture-Recital
Debate Squad
Has Full
Prog ram
Four Debaters Meet
Sacramento J. C. Today
In addition to preparing for the
large scale tournament to be held
at Pomona soon, the debate squad
has been following an intensive
schedule of minor activities.
At 3:30 this afternoon, in And
erson Hall, the Pacific squad will
be host to Sacramento Junior Col
lege to discuss the current debate
topic of federal regulation of la
bor unions. Pacificites in the dis
cussion group will be Carl Bald
win, Herbert Witt, Francis Mackey and Ed Hanney.

• In honor of the Sacramento
Chapter of the American Guild of
Organists, Prof. Allan Bacon pre
sented a lecture-recital of Modern
Organ Literature in the Conser
vatory Auditorium last Tuesday
evening.

AUDIENCE LARGE

The size of the audience was
gratifying. They appeared expec
tant for thrills. They were not
disappointed, although the com
posers and selections were
strange to many.
Interest in the program was
enhanced by remarks concerning
the composer, the school of which
Jfe was a member, and aspects of
each composition. Prof. Bacon
presented important thematic
material alone before playing the
individual works, and some of
these examples were placed on
the printed program.

FRENCH SCHOOL

The solid, colorful, fortissimo
themes of Vierne's "Second Organ
Symphony" opened the program.
The chorale from this work was
in contrast with melodies inter
woven about the hymn tune de
STANFORD VS. PACIFIC
Monday evening at 7:30 Stan rived from the opening work,
ford speakers will meet a team with slight change.. The intricate
from the Pacific squad for an in lacy patterns and the whole-tone
scale in Vierne's "Arabesque"
vitational debate.
Kenneth Hastin and Wei don showed the Debussy influence.
West traveled to St. Marys Wed Dupre's liturgic atmosphere was
nesday to debate the labor ques balanced against Maleingreau's
"chord clusters" to end the French
tion.
Last week Don Santos, Ed Han- School representation.
Other works to receive master
nay and Dick Pederson visited
Modesto Junior College in connec ful performance were the Max
Regar "Toccata in D Minor" and
tion with the forensic program.
Karg-Elert's "Nymph of the
STIMMANN OVER KFRC
Margaret Stimmann will repre .Lake" in the German group. Am
sent C. O. P. in a college discus ericans to be represented were
sion group to be aired over KFRC Ruggles and his "Angels," a Toc
next week. Prof. E. S. Betz is act cata by Farnam as well sis one
which was requested by the hon
ing as moderator.
ored chapter, and composed by
Prof. Bacon himself.
This closed the program proper,
Zetaga+heans
but most of the audiencce remain
ed and were eager to hear more.
Complete
Prof. Bacon graciously obliged
with two additional works from
Fall Plans
American composers.
With such a monumental pro
Decoration in white and gold
Fifteen girls were pledged at
carrying out the Smooth Sailing the meeting of the Zetagatheans gram which involved dexterity on
theme wil be prevalent at the last night. Wanda German, presi the manuals, intricate pedal pas
sages, and many changes in reg
Manor Hall formal to be held at dent, presided.
Final plans were laid for the istration, music was used for only
the Clark Hotel Saturday night,
winter formal to be held next one selection.
from 9 to 1.
This is a real tribute to the
Friday. Walt Flanders' orchestra
MUSIC BY WILSON
artistry
and ability that Prof Ba
is
to
furnish
the
music.
Beverly
Music will be furnished by
furnished by George Wilson's or Ganeles is chairman of the bids. con possesses in arranging and
Rosalie Miller is in charge of dec presenting such a program of in
chestra.
Patron for the dance include orations, and Roberta Smith terest and appeal.
Drs. and Mesdames Clarence E. heads the refreshment group.
Miss Lorraine Knoles invited
Larson, Allen W. Waldo and C.
the club to hold its Christmas VACATION
Gordon Patten.
party at her home on December
HIM AND HER
Christmas vacation for the stu
Among those planning to at 11. Plans were also made lor dents of the College of Pacific
tend the dance are Lynne Riley, the reception tea to be given the and Stockton Junior College will
Bob Bovey; Barbara Thoma, Paul sponsors on December 14 in the begin Tuesday, December 16, at
Craven; Dorothy Law, James S. C. A. room.
9:00 p. m. and terminate Mon
Johnson; Doris Johnson, Sibley
day, January 5, 1942, at 8:00 a.m.
Bush; La Verne Sehon, Milt Val
entine; Dorothy Fairchild, Wil Club Receiving
son Roach; Wyona Linder, Don
FRIEDBERGER'S
Oakes; Lelia Ruggeri, Frank Pier- Orders for
Maturing
son! Merylanne German, Tad
TIGRESS COLOCMt
FOR TEE PACIFIC CO-EE
Martin; Elouise Swain, Jack Holiday Cakes
Friend; Eleanore Bertkau, George
SM bit Main Mmt
Orders are now being taken
JEWEI-BRg
Boyce; Selma Dow, Armondo Minetto; Marjorie Watson, Jack for the annual holiday fruit cakes
made and sold by the Household
Guggolz.
Guests will include Clairdene Arts and Science Club.
Each cake will be attractively
Unon Oil Products
Alexander, Johnnie Burns; Gloria
Parker, Jack Oakes; Mae Wei wrappe din cellophane and rib
gart, Dick Ulrey; Janet McGinnis, bon, so that gifts may be made
of the cakes.
Donald Douglas.
Over 350 pounds will be .made.
Other girls planning to attend
are Connie Slater, Roberta James, Orders for the cakes may be
Kathleen Secara, Jean Justine, made in room 210 Weber Hall or
Georgia Peterson, Frances Wil with Dorothy Francis, club presi
Pacific and Castle
liams, Doris Hansen, MaFjorie dent.
Phone 2-9010
Lucille
Wilson
is
general
chair
Hopper, Barbara Daniels, and
man of the group making and
Lorraine Ingrim.
"STOP-WEAR"
selling the cakes. She is assisted
ON COMMITTEES
LUBRICATION
Those serving on dance com by club members and the foods
mittees include decorations, Ro- classes.
-berta James, Georgia Peterson,
Marie Mizutani, Marjorie Watson,
Louise Barton; music, Wyona
Groceries
Linder, Barbara Daniels, Beth VALLEY
Merriott; place, Barbara Thoma,
Poultry
Kathleen Secara, Lorraine In FLORAL CO.
Vegetables
gram; bids, Frances Williams,
Merylanne German, Joanne
Fruits
"DISTINCTIVE
Drew; patrons, Helen Jensen,
CORSAGES"
Meats
Bernie Tuttle and Lyne Riley.

Manor Gives
Nautical
Formal

Bill Lunt

SERVING PACIFIC
*** ®. WEBER

Lissauer to
Appear as
Series Guest

MARKET

DIAL 2-2794

Robert E. Shelley, '37, is music
instructor at Pierce Union High
at Arbuckle. He taught at
Fowler for two years.

109 N. Sutter
Phone 4-4613

Gaia-Delucchi

American and Channel

u» ***»«• %
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Senior Students Should
Be Deferred, Polls Show
Six Undergraduates,
Dean, Express Views

National Survey Favors
Leniency to All Pupils

MUSIC NOTES
(Continued from page S)
long. Clayton Long, now at Ford
Lawton, Washington, will soon be
on his way to Sitka, Alaska. Art
Holton is now playing in the band
at Camp Roberts. Norman Lamb
is scheduled to be at Fort Ord
soon. Ed Simonsen is stationed
at the Mare Island Navy Yard
Best wishes to them all.

Thomas Is Taken
by Army Draft
Honoring Bill Thomas, wh0
leaving school next week becau'$
of the draft, the S.C.A. cabin'
gave a Thanksgiving dinner J'
vember 17.
.
Those attending were Bill Ken
nedy, Mae Weigart, John Bush
Mildred Eachus, Dick Ulrey, £e'
Hastin, Rosemary Strader,' jw
Jackson, Bill Houston, Franci!
Mackey, Eleanor Powell, je
Drew, Frances Watson, Beuu
Ong, Roberta Thomas, Weldon
West, Doris Johnson, Pat Boyn
ton, Beth Marriott, Tom Hoshj!
yama, Marion Sill, Lorraine in!
gram, Nora Maehera, Milton Vat
entine, Margaret Stimmann and
Jackie Judge.
Thomas will leave Wednesday

American student opinion maintains
By PRANCES BOCEK
Tom Rickard promoted the Sun
Opinions of Pacific students about the that college men should be allowed to day morning service at the Ne
basis for deferment show a similar trend complete their education before they are vada City Methodist Church re
Even if war cently. Dr. Colliver was the
to those in the national college poll. A inducted into the army.
local survey shows Pacificites almost una should be declared and an expeditionary speaker, Professor J. Henpr Wel•force sent out, Student Opinion ton was the soloist, and Miss Bernimous in their approval of a re-*
Surveys of America discovers, nis Tuttle served both as accom
stricted selective service.
panist and soloist. Conservatory
Students were questioned on va
nearly two-thirds of college men students have been contributing
rious means for deferment: study
today say they would wait their to the musical portion of church
in medicine and science; general
turn in the draft rather than services here before.
attendance at college, and others.
volunteer.
All students interviewed suggest
"Which of these statements
Congratulations are in order to Part Time Work
ed a change permitting upper
most
nearly
expresses
your
view
Frank
Thornton Smith and his
classmen to finish school before
on the idea of deferring college Stockton High School Trouba Available
being drafted.
students from the draft," inter dours. For the second successive
BILL THOMAS
Robert W. Fenix, occupational
viewers asked a cross section of year they have taken first hon
Bill Thomas, chairman of the
counselor for the Junior College,
ors
in
the
choral
festival
at
the
collegians in a poll taken co-op
Rally Committee, has been order
still needs applications from stueratively by college editors from University of California. Nine dents desiring part-time work.
ed to report for induction next
Wednesday. He believes defer
Oregon to Florida. A panel of teen other groups were repre
Said Mr. Fenix, "A few applica
ment is also important in fields
five members was then presented sented, and following the compe tions have^come into my office
tition,
all
of
the
participants
were
in other thaii those defined "vi
to the interviewers. The state
but openings are still available
tal" by the government. His
ments follow, with the answers guests at the California-Washing for those students who wish partton
football
game.
views follow: "It is my opinion
in percentages:
time work after school and durthat to base deferment only upon
ing
the Christmas vacation. Ap
PERCENTAGES
The Pi Kappa Lambda recital
certain fields of study, such as
Defer them until their educa was presented on the 18th of No plications should be given me im
engineering and chemistry, is defi
v e m b e r . D i s a p p o i n t m e n t w a s mediately."
tion is completed, 5 per cent.
nitely wrong. Essential element
Mr. Fenix's office is in the Ju
shown,
for Miss Margaret George
in a "good" democracy Is educa
Defer only those being trained
nior
College Registrar's office.
tion—even China recognizes this.
in fields vital to defense—science, was unabfe to appear due to an
attack
of
laryngitis.
Bruce
Hand"Whether or not we realize it
medicine, 24 per cent.
Betty Stamer, '47, is in the
ley offered fine work in his va
now, education is going 'to play
Simply being a student is no riety of numbers, and Professor North Sacramento elementary
an important part in reconstruc
grounds for deferment, 4 per Allen Bacon was gracious to ap school.
tion after the war, and to limit
cent.
pear with groups of representa
the education of a nation to only
Carmen Tindall, '39, has a
a few fields now, when others
Make students subject to the tive organ works.
position in the Modesto element
will be needed later, can only tend
BILL THOMAS, who leaves draft between high school and
to hinder our period of readjust for army induction Wednesday, college, 12 per cent,
Marian Sill and Katherine Kui- ary school.
ment. Military training may be suggests a solution to the probvala, assisted by Dean Elliott,
Something else, 5 per cent,
necessary, but let it come during
continued their popular public ap
| Undecided, 1 per cent.
a period, say between graduation lem of deferment.
pearance schedule by appearing ers no moss, so don't forget the
Two weeks ago Student Opin- before the Rotary Club. As usual, big Jamboree on the 13th of next
from high school and entrance in
er of the PSA, answered that the I ion Surveys reported that at their musical offerings were well month. Former choir members,
to college."
draft should not interfere with least half of U. S. college stu- received.
have you sent for your music
LES DOW
When asked to state his opin education unless a crisis is actu-1 dents were then opposed to
yet? DON'T MISS this gala
ion on the subject, Les Dow, pre ally reached. Dow, who is regis changing the neutrality law, that
Well, a word to the wise gath event.
sident of Omega Phi and treasur- tered, but not classified, comment nearly eight out of every ten be
ed, "All students in fields vital to lieved it was more important to
defense should be deferred. All supply the allies than to join
HEADQUARTERS
students whose educations are.
"From Taps Till
FOR REFRESHMENTS
nearly completed—seniors, should
L-rvRVRVTIONIST
Reveille" It's
also be deferred. I don't think the NOT, INTERVENTIONIST
ON THE CAMPUS
draft should conflict with educa-1 This new sampling adds fur
tion unless war is actually de- ther evidence to the apparent
clared.
fact that campus opinion has not
I There should be more stabil- reached the interventionist stage,
Pacific's Favorite
Operated by
ity with draft boards; if one It is interesting to note that colRendezvous
board will defer students in gen- lege women (57 per cent) are
—Associated Women's Students
eral, all the boards should follow more eager than men (50 per
—Employing
Student Help
suit."
cent) to have prospective draft1712 Pacific Ave.
uWhere You Meet Everybody
"DUSTY" MILLER
|ees deferred until graduation.
Dial 3-2472
Representing a man who has
not yet reached the age required I ^ matters and would not be too
by the draft, George "Dusty" Mil- old> either."
ICS
ler, president of Rhizomia and a j Slaughter's status is class 1A.
COAL
halfback on the grid squad, says, 1 jje hopes to be deferred until the
WOOD
Students in their senior year I summer so he can join the army
Fine Watches Make
shoud be deferred. So should all air corpS.
FUEL OIL
Fine Gifts
students in fields vital to defense. wu KENNEDY
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
Bm Kennedy, president of the
INCORPORATED
We have a large stock of Ham However, everyone subject to the
Q J)., expresses his views simiCEMENT
ilton, Elgin and Waltham draft should enlist; there is a better chance of getting something lar to those above. He adds, "If
LIME
Watches.
more desirable instead of just a student is allowed to finish his
BRICK
MANY GIFTS—PRICED
Stockton, California
what the draft boards mete out." I education, he will have a greater
PLASTER
FROM *1.00 UP
SAND
KEITH SLAUGHTER
responsibility in being a citizen
Office:
ROCK
Hoping for deferment himself, in a democracy."
Your Neighborhood Jeweler
830
S.
California
GRAVEL
Keith Slaughter, prominent foot- ELOISE SMITH
2047 Pacific Ave.
ball and track star, declared "If
Expressing the feminine point
a college student Is a senior or of view, Epsilon Eloise Smith
graduate student, then deferment says, "Deferment should come
should be all right. Also, a stud- only to those who are about to
T ry the
ent studying medicine, science, finish school. Boys in fields viMEET THE GANG etc., should be allowed to continue tal to defense should be deferred
his studies. Merely being a stud- if they will be of greater help to
—AT—
ent should not merit deferment the nation than if they enter the
though. The idea of induction be- ranks of the draftees."
tween the graduation from high DEAN CORSON
high school and entrance to colA new idea was expressed by
lege seems like a good sugges- Dean James Corson, favoring coi
tion. After his time in the draft, lege students. "Men of high morFOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
the student could continue his al calibre and above average
ON EL DORADO
education by returning to school scholarship should be allowed to
First for Christmas
if he so desired. At least he would I complete their course of study—
have a better slant on education-1 particularly if they are prepar
Suggestions
ing for necessary occupations in
which there are, or soon will be,
a shortage of men, such as den
Rainbow Donut Shop tistry, etc. Our government should
Book Ends
make a careful study of needs for
Under New Management
trained men in other fields where
College Stationery
skilled leadership will be needed
On Pacific Avenue
Contractors, Builders, and
after the present emergency. Men
ON THOSE COLD NIGHTS
of
outstanding
promise
might
Superintendents of
College Jewelry
TRY OUR
well be deferred for the purpose
Construction
of intensive training for govern
mental service."
Christmas
GHIU BEAKS
BntkMnff
Phone 9-0O17
3O0 First National
The above statements, though
necessarily
few
in
number,
seem
Stockton, Calif.
Wrappings
lOe a Bowl
to represent the general concen
sus of Pacific student opinion.

Sandy's Drive but

KING'S JEWELER

THE CUB HOUSE

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
Telephone 6-6966

COLLEGE

BOBB

INN
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Cubs Beat Pirates

Bengals Go Berserk;
lick Ramblers
vi APSTEIN MAKES DEBUT
JS STAR FULLBACK

No Awards

Selections
The Sports Staff of the Pa
cific Weekly wishes to make
the following announcement:
There will be presented in
the pursuant edition of this
paper an all-conference team.
It will present the opinion of
the Sports Staff of the
Weekly as to who among
the Junior College gridders
of this conference were the
most outstanding in the past
season.
The selections will be sup
posedly unbiased; but, since
no accurate records of the
various teams and their variout players have been kept
it is impossible for the selec
tions to be completely lack
ing in personal prejudice.
The staff sincerely hopes
the team presented will meet
with general approval, and
states that they make their
selections humbly.

The disappointing dud that was the Tiger yart a new percussion cap Wednesday night
S1'd exploded touchdowns; submerged the Califnjia Ramblers under a 20-0 pile of trouble.
Earl Klapstein, the fullback that used to be a
ye that used to be a center, ran 99 yards to
touchdown in the second quarter and otherwise
a „,,klpd the firing mechanism that set off the
fnne dormant Pacific bombshali.
Klapstein's spectacular run came as the gun
counded ending the half. The frantic Rambler
leven sent their smart halfback Barrett Bald
win fading to pass; he flipped a short one in the
rieht flat and into the arms of Klapstein, who
took it on the run and rambled his 99 yards.
Ward converted. .
But the Tigers scored first just ten minutes
alter the opening kick-off. Never relinquishing
the ball once, they marched steadily down the
field, rolled up five consecutive first downs and
finally sprung Keith Slaughter over the tackle
for six yards and six points. Ward converted.
Add the final score in the fading seconds
of the third quarter, when Mandery pounded
into pay dirt from the 3 after an aerial flip
from Slaughter to Brandon had carried for 57
yards to the Rambler 7.
•
The Ramblers threatened seri
ously only once. They got a first
down on the nine-yard line early
in the fourth quarter on a pass
from Baldwin to Halfback Jen
nings Van Fossen which was
good for 21 yards straight down
Sparked by a sensational soph
the middle.
omore halfback, an inspired un
Fullback Don Warhurs. start derdog Santa Barbara eleven
ed hitting the middle. He got five staged a 70-yard touchdown
the first time, three the second, march in the third quarter last
and none the third. On a fourth
Wednesday night in the south
down end run Baldwin failed to
ern
city and dumped Coach
gain. Tiger John Brown kicked
Alonzo Stagg's Pacific Tigers by
out.
By dint of Klapstein's powerful a mere point, 7 to 6.
blocking, Slaughter began to TOUCHDOWN
shred the tackles for consistent
The Tigers scored first in the
yardage. The wobbly-legged tail second period when Slaughter
back improves with every game; passed to Brown for twenty-five
at first just a fast runner, he has
yards into the end zone. Mokiao's
become in the past two months
kick for the extra point was just
a fine kicker and passer.
a
little bit too wide.
Stagg shuffled his players fre
Three times within the Gaucho
quently, allowing the second and
third string to play a good portion 15-yard line were the Tigers be
of the game. He was evidently fore this score, and twice more
saving key men for the tough did they move down there after
game with Pacifrc Lutheran on their lone tally.
Saturday.
It was all Pacific during the
first half.
Time and time
again they failed to score when
they had a golden opportunity.
They just lacked that scoring
punch.
DEFENSE GOOD
But they kept Santa Barbara
Coach Ralph Francis found
down
within their own 30 mid
jjjany things to be desired in his
ger varsity hoop squad
last way into the third quarter. The
*'eek. He is put out by the fail- Gaucho "Big Push" came at this
ore of the team to melt down point with a hard driving, fast
named
»"to a single unit; the failure s o p h o m o r e h a l f b a c k
of the team to turn out en masse "Ace" Diamond playing havoc
Previously scheduled prac- with the Tiger line. He reeled
°c; the failure of the team to off yard after yard over the
hard and long when they spots until the Gauchos had a
first down on the Tiger 2-yard
practicing.
line. From here Captain Ernie
SCHEDULE
th
cautions his squad that Saenz bucked over for the tying
e schedule they will play this score. The conversion kick split
t ar *s the toughest in the his- the uprights perfectly and the
Gauchos moved ahead by an
Vo7 °t the college, that it inawful big point. It resulted in
that6S- several big-time teams,
ean 11 re1u'res high form in the deciding margin, for the
^ y Season" Francis is confi- Gauchos were out to do or die
his Tigers can start to keep that narrow lead in the
to !hat
r°d, they will attain enough last quartef.
simple
The best the Tigers could
momentum to carry them
0
season in grand do in the last period were a
stv, ^ the
if th Iiowever, he is afraid that couple of beautifully completed
*°ther teams start to roll passes by Slaughter to Brown
They reached the Gaucho 25
they may not
recover c00n
tho
enough to salvage once in that hectic last quar
season.
ter, but went no further.
to the pressing need for
lce> several of the more
om
Clarence Summy, 'x41, former
vending; players will be in- principal of the Central-Gaither
Chr'
sehool during Union elementary school in Sut
for tk S vacation
tune "P ter County, is principal of Kelg:ame with Stanford
in o .
seyville Union High in Lake
^rly Jan
County.

Staggmen
Lose 7-6

The Board of Athletic Con
trol, it was stated Wednes
day afternoon, has decided to
abandon the practice es
tablished last year of pre
senting coat sweaters to twoyear Junior College athletes.
The step was presumably
taken because of the lack of
adequate finances ror such
an undertaking. Instead of
the usual sweater, two year
men will receive merely their
block S and certificate.
First year athletes will be
given their slip-on sweater
award as usual.
Though the step was tak
en in full consideration of
various circumstances, it is
expected that some reverbe
rations will be felt in ath
letic circles.
Several prominent Tiger
Cub football players have al
ready come out in open op
position to the decision,
pointing decisively to their
feelings concerning the fair
ness of the idea.

GRAHLMAN TOSSES
SCORING AERIAL
The lightly taken Tiger Cubs walked over Mo
desto Jaysee 6 0 Thanksgiving morning and left
a taste in the mouths of Pirate gridders that even
the garnishings of a Turkey dinner could not
eradicate.
The game dragged through the first half of a
scoreless battle; neither team could get the edge
or profit by breaks.
But in the third quarter the superior synchromzation of Cub halfbacks and Cub linemen began
to penetrate the stubborn Pirate defenses^ The
Cubs finally scored on a pass from Hal uraniman to Armando Minetto from 1 8 yards out. Hun
ter could not convert.
Right at the start of the third quarter the lo
cals began to get their clever offensive in high
gear.
Bob Ward and Graliimaan went 16 yards in
three plays; got a precious first down on the
Modesto 30-yard stripe. Then Grahlman pitched
to Minetto who lateralled to big George Ker, and
the Pirates couldn't stop the play until Stockton
had another first down on the 15. Two plays later
Grahlman took to the air again, pitched another
strike to Minetto, got his team down to the 7.
Orvis couldn't make a first down through the
strong Pirate forward wall.
Modesto was forced to kick out. Ward ran a
poor punt to the Pirate 26 and then slit the

(Continued on Page 8, Col. .2)

SKIERS — HERE ARE THOSE NEW

Basketball Is
In 3rd Week

^ GAMES

reSular conference schedtile
st °t Francis' worries,
by '+>. e
Februe Way' wil1 not start until
ture th^' •In the immediate fu6 Tigers meet the Alumni
°n
ber 6 and Fresno State
in two
day a 5ames the following Fri' and Saturday.

GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
2008 PACIFIC AVE.

Designs taken from import
ed Scandinavian and Swiss
sweaters. Slip-overs and
coat styles in many colors
and designs to choose from
$6.50 to $11.95.

We haven't missed on a
thing for you skiiers this
year. Everything for ac
tive skiing and after ski
ing can be found in our
complete ski stock.

BiMj & M?Kii§AN
bo/s
•for men — for

113-317

EAST

MAIN STREET
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Tiger Cubs Reminisce
Stockton Junior College
gridders took a look back
wards last week at the things
they had done in their grid
iron season.
They had a number of
things of which to be proud.
They lauded their coach, Lar
ry Siemering, for his excel
lent work. In one season,
working with strange men,
he built a team that wound
up in second place in the

toughest Jaysee conference
in the nation.
They lauded their twin
halfbacks, Bob Ward and
Hal Grahlman, because Ward
reeled off yardage with mad
dening regularity and Grahl
man zipped passes with in
credible accuracy.
They lauded their whole
selves for their two final
games which they won hand
ily by a margin of one touch
down in both cases.

But the Cubs felt badly
about some things. They
were sorry that they had not
beaten San Mateo and Sali
nas and San Francisco. Even
though they had outplayed
their opponents in these
games the two defeats and
tie tasted badly.
They were sorry that more
home town people had not
corrte to see them play, had
not realized that their man-

in-motion offensive strategy
was the niftiest thing in the
league. The Cubs were sorry
that they received but little
backing from even the most
rabid of fans.
The Cubs were hopeful
that they could begin next
year where they left pff this
this year, get a lot of sup
port, a brace of new uniforms
and a conference champion
ship in their second year as
members.

Tiger Tracks

LUTHERANS GOOD

The Clean Slate—

But Tigers Have
Rising Hopes

The Jaysees' victory over Modesto last week gave them a deli
cate boost in the conference standings; elevated them from mean
fifth place to supreme second.
It is very sweet to rank second in the conference in the first
year of competition in the conference. It will be sweeter to rank
first in the conference in the second year of competition in the
conference.
Last week was the end of the story for some Tiger Cubs; the
end of part one for some other Tiger Cubs; merely a nice begin
ning sentence for Larry Siemering—but not a perfect one.
Larry Siemering will spend nine months sharpening a new pen
cil and brushing off a new piece of paper; getting ready to write
the perfect sentence . . .

Out of the North—

last week, off the pens of
voluble Washington scribes,
was coming lots and lots of
copy about the Tiger-Lutheran
game.
Big billboards, lining Wash
ington highways, glare with
bold advertisements of the
Grand Old Man and his Tigers
Big pictures of the Grand
Old Man and his Tigers loom
in the pages of Tacoma newsBig stories accompany the
pictures.
Big posters crowd out men's
underwear and women's stock
ings in apartment store win
dows; take people's minds off
the rising price of silk; tell
them about the Grand Old
Man and his Tigers.
Big things are expected and
it will be a good game. But
the Lutheran's have not been
headed in nineteen games and
they intend to be unheaded in
twenty games.

All-America Teams—

will be picked in the ne^t few
weeks by everyone and anyone
who thinks he has the authority
or the ability to pick an AllAmerica.
Most of them are pretty brash;
most of them have neither the
authority nor the ability, but
only the audacity.
But if you were picking an AllAmerica who for instance would
you put in the backfield? Would
you put Texas Jack Crain, Min
nesota Bruce Smith, Northwest
ern Bill DeCorrevont, and Stan
ford Frankie Albert?
Or if you did put those then
what about Santa Clara Ken Casenaga, Washington State BillySew e 11, Southern California
Bobby Robertson, Fordham Joe
Andrejco, Michigan Bob Westfall, what about Georgia Brokenjaw Sinkwich, Notre Dame Bert
Bertelli, Texas Agricultural and
Military Derace Moser, Indiana
Bill Hillenbrand? What about
Lach of Duke, Jones of Pitt,
Musick of Navy, Roblin of Ore
gon—what about all those.
Who would be your sopho
more back of the year? Otto
Graham of Northwestern or
Tom Kuzma of Michigan or Hill
enbrand or Andrejco or Bertelli.
And after you got your backfield, who would you put in the
line? That's twice as tough be
cause linemen don't get the pub
licity and linemen do all the
hard work.
After you had thought all this
over would you decide to let the
others pick the All-America and
be content yourself with merely
beefing over the indecent and i
Imbecilic choices they made?

Standings
The final conference standiu gs of Pacific Student As
sociation grid teams were as
follows:
College of Pacific gained
the dubious honor of Far
Western Conference cham
pions for the second straight
year by defeats of Cal Ag
gies, Chico State and Hum
boldt State.
The Cal Aggies were sec
ond with their loss to C. O.
P. Chico was third and Hum
boldt occupied the cellar.
In the Northern California
Junior College Conference,
Stockton's Tiger Cubs were
second. San Mateo took the
championship with a perfect
conference record of five
wins.

CUBS FINISH
GRID SEASON

(Continued from Page 7)

tackle for eight yards, was fin
ally dragged down on the 18.
Here Grahlman • chucked his
touchdown aerial and that was
how the ball game ended, 6-0.
HARD FOUGHT
Throughout the bitterly fought
contest, Larry Siemering preci
sion-drilled backfield was a con
stant scoring threat and his clev
er defensive cavortings baffled
the Pirate blockers, muddled their
assignments sufficiently to stall
their tricky T formation.

A little editorial opinion on the
coming Tiger-Pacific Lutheran
game in Tacoma Saturday after(1).The contest will be played
as a Red Cross benefit and is
intended to raise funds for the
late drive of this world-wide in
stitution. The Red Cross will
receive all profits of the game
aside from a wholesome guaran
tee to make it worth the Tigers'
while to make the trip
(2) The Lutherans, undefeated
and untied this season, and beat
en only once in the past nine
teen games, are just as good as
their record.
Though neither
scores nor opponents have been
imposing, it is known that the
Lutherans play just hard enough
to win; that they will be ready
to rise to as yet unsealed heights
in their contest against the in
vading Bengals.
(3) The northerners have a
big, fast line, with especially
strong tackles and guards. The
ends are strong defensively, but
wingbacks and offbacks do most
of the pass catching. The Lu
theran running game is strong
and consistent, but they lack any
climax-runner; their breakaway
threat is nil, especially against
a strong secondary defense and
fast, clever ends.
(4) The Tigers, heretofore
held as underdogs, have suddenly
blossomed. The dingy Tiger has
suddenly emerged from his me
diocre cocoon; become a brilliant
Golden Machine. The power on
the ground of Earl Klapstein has
made Pacific a sincere down-themiddle threat, has given Keith
Slaughter enough blocking to
spring him into the open, has
given the whole backfield the

EXCHANGE

Because neither team has
been able to scout the other
in this season or any other,
the College of Pacific and
Pacific Lutheran University
have exchanged plays with
each other in a spirit of co
operation to make next
week's game as exciting as
possible.
Only the basic formations
were exchanged. All varia
tions and subtle devices were
held secret until the game
when they will be unveiled
in touchdown situations.
savvy that it needs.
(5) Slaughter takes improve
ment in immense gulps. He is
now the best passer, punter and
runner on the team, lacks merely
experience to become a great
halfback. With good blocking
he can run wild.

Jaysee Hoop
Swings On
The Stockton Junior CoH,
basketball squad started
"'tec,
sive work this week, q Chris Kjeldsen, set free by t)l
ending of Jaysee football, set t
work in earnest to get his j
Pro.
leges ready for their hard
seu.
son.
Though the squad has not yet
been selected, Kjeldsen is rel
tively certain of his first team3
NUCLEI
He intends to build his cup,
rent hoop five around the ^
pendable, high-scoring forward
Joe Law, and a newcomer frorr'
Oakland, tali centei Ralph I\v
zer.
Kjeldsen has several, other
veterans besides Law at his
disposal. He intends to use
other holdovers from last year
like Tom Mitchell, Howard
Sorgenfrey, Les Warner, a
great deal.
SCRIMMAGE
In the Wednesday scrimmage
against the varsity, Kjeldsen
started, besides Law and Netzer,
Frank Sibbert, Sorgenfrey and
Mitchell.
Several big men, notably
George Ker and Cliff Smythe,
need only a little extra polish
before they will become regulars,
stated Kjeldsen. The youthful
mentor is confident that he can
use the rugged power of foot
baller Ker in his defensive set
ups. The team lacks powerful
and aggressive men.

Stockton's Biggest

SKATE

Rolla-torium

FOR

Opening Tomorrow

Billy Hunnefeld is bringing
to Stockton the largest roller
skating rink this side of Los
Angeles in the Stockton RollaTorium which will have a
grand opening tomorrow. The
skating surface of 80xl'40 feet
will accommodate nearly 700
persons at one time.
SKATING SESSIONS
Evenings
7:30 'till 10:30
Afternoons
1:30 'till 4:30

24 N. Aurora St.

f Health
Relaxation
Exercise
Enjoyment
PRICES

Ladies 25c, Men, 35c
Reduced Rates in
the Afternoon

Dial 2-9386

TRAVELING
BENGAL
Tiger gridders were Tacoma
bound this morning, reeling off
the first leg of their two thou
sand mile journey.
They left the Southern Paci
fic depot in Stockton at 9:30
last night, will arrive in Port
land, Oregon, at 9:00 p. m. to
day. At Portland they will get
a northbound Union Pacific
train for Tacoma at 11:30 the
same night.
They arrive in Tacoma just
after five o'clock Saturday
morning.
The game will be played Sat
urday afternoon; at one Sunday
morning the Tigers entrain for
home. The Union Pacific will
take them to Portland where
they will board a 6:30 a. m.
Southern Pacific rattler for
Stockton.
They are scheduled to reach
here just twenty-four hours lat
er: 9:00 a. m. Monday morning.
While in Tacoma the team
will rest and eat at the Winthrop Hotel.

You'll welcome ice-cold Coca-Cola just as often and as surely
as thirst comes. You taste its quality, the quality of genuine
goodness. Ice-cold Coca-Cola gives you the taste that charms
and never cloys. You get the feel of complete refreshment,
buoyant refreshment. Thirst asks nothing more.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
OF STOCKTON, LIMITED

You trust its quality

